
COURSE SYNOPSIS 

SALES PIPELINE CREATION MASTER-CLASS 

 

WHY THIS HANDS-ON COURSE FOR B2B SELLERS? 

Creating quality sales pipeline is the number one problem facing every 

B2B sales organisation globally. In an era of intense global competition 

and information overload, it’s never been more challenging to break 

through to C-level decision makers who are already swamped with email 

and bombarded with digital outreach. Try breaking through using email 

alone and you’ll fail; engage only through social and digital platforms and 

you’ll merely make noise; cold-calling alone will get you blocked; and the 

wrong conversations get you delegated nowhere fast. 

 

To connect with impossible-to-reach executive buyers, you need to be bold, relentless and smart, 

using powerful strategies that combine proven old school values with modern techniques. You also 

need a multi-threaded, multi-channel approach as outlined in the bestselling book, COMBO 

Prospecting. This course has been developed in the real world by an internationally acclaimed sales 

leader and number one business sales blogger, Tony Hughes. He is joined by respected business 

leader and entrepreneur, Rahul Kumar who is a recognised leader in digital marketing, social selling 

and the use of LinkedIn and other tools to modernise selling for new levels of sales effectiveness.  

 

This two-day program is proven and delivers real world result. It is co-facilitated by Tony Hughes 

and Rahul Kumar with practical strategies that enable participants to: 

• Personally create quality sales pipeline with senior buyer engagement 

• Adopt a strategic approach to selling with alignment to the buyer’s journey 

• Create an effective value narrative with powerful scripts and templates 

• Construct an online brand and leverage LinkedIn to really pack a punch 

• Master deep-dive research using LinkedIn and other social media platforms 

• Identify trigger events and optimize referrals to create engagement 

• Masterfully use LinkedIn, Twitter and social tools to drive sales opportunities 

 

 



COURSE OUTLINE 

The course enables sellers to create the right value narrative and personal brand to blend traditional 

and modern digital sales strategies for effective sales pipeline creation. It is ideal for those selling in 

business-to-business environments and those seeking time-effective strategies for ‘Social Selling’. 

The proactive techniques warm the phone call and face-to-face meeting by connecting with senior 

decision-makers and setting an agenda of value and insight. Key elements covered are: 

1. Defining strategic selling and alignment with the buyer’s journey, along with why a 

modernised approach to selling is essential today 

2. Creating the right conversations by leading with a ‘value narrative’ that engages decision-

makers and leads to the business-case benefits for considering change 

3. Creating sales opportunity pipeline with multi-channel cadence of outreach leveraging 

LinkedIn and other tools to research, target, connect and engage buyers. 

 

 

COURSE CONTENT 

Introduction 

   Course objectives and defining modernized professional selling 

   Talking the language of leaders and defining business value 

Creating your value narrative 

   Creating your value narrative to break through 

   Segmenting your message for multi-channel outreach 

   COMBO Prospecting summary and techniques 

Social Selling Strategy 

   Framework for attracting and engaging target prospects 

   Creating a strong personal brand to support sales strategy 

   Pragmatic research and filtering for target identification 

   Monitoring for trigger events and identifying referral opportunities 

Prospecting workshop 

   Executing sales pipeline outreach to real prospects 

Summary and commitment to action 

 



PRE-REQUISITES AND PREPARATION 

A base level of competence is assumed for relationship selling and B2B selling skills. 

Attendees should have a minimum two years professional selling experience and be 

able to articulate the business benefits customers derive from implementing their 

‘solutions’ or utilising their products or services. Course preparation is essential for 

participants to enable them to focus on hands-on activities during the course to 

implement strategies: Pre-learning tasks include: 

• Reading – blog post article: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/creating-awesome-

linkedin-profile-tony-j-hughes/ 

• Connect to Tony in LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/in/hughestony and 

follow https://www.linkedin.com/in/hughestony/detail/recent-activity/posts/ 

• Connect to Rahul Kumar in LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/rahulkumarau/ 

• Read the book, COMBO Prospecting. Available on Amazon and 

in paperback, audio and eBook formats. 

• Arrive ready to deliver an executive ‘pitch’ (30 seconds and 

without slides) to a potential c-level buyer who is an unqualified 

prospect and with the aim of securing a forty-minute meeting. 

• Pre-reading of these articles: 

o https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/impressed-sellers-real-c-level-buyers-speak-out-tony-j-hughes/ 

o https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/language-leadership-10-rules-tony-j-hughes/ 

o https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/decoding-ceo-10-rules-engaging-tony-j-hughes/ 

 

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND DELIVERABLES 

The course is designed to equip participants to: 

• Personally create quality sales pipeline with senior buyer engagement 

• Create an effective value narrative with powerful scripts and templates 

• Construct an online brand and leverage LinkedIn to really pack a punch 

• Master deep-dive research using LinkedIn and other social media platforms 

• Identify trigger events and optimize referrals to create engagement 

• Masterfully use LinkedIn, Twitter and social tools to drive sales opportunities 

 

The course can be delivered over two days or in four separate half-day sessions. For an 

overview of the principles plus testimonials and further information about the concepts, 

visit website www.RSVPselling.com.	



ABOUT THE COURSE CREATOR 

Tony Hughes has thirty years of corporate and sales leadership 

experience with record-breaking personal and team sales results. 

He has a positive track record, and international experience, as a 

winning CEO and Sales Director creating outstanding team culture 

and profitable growth. 

Tony is also a bestselling author and the most read person in LinkedIn on the topic of 

B2B selling. He has more than 500,000 followers of his blogs and his most recent 

book, COMBO Prospecting, is published by the American Management Association 

(HarperCollins). Tony’s first book, The Joshua Principle – Leadership Secrets of Selling, 

is a business best seller and in its 9th printing. Top Sales Magazine ranks Tony as the 

most influential person in Asia-Pacific for professional selling and he was subsequently 

invited to be a regular columnist for Top Sales Magazine. 

Tony’s unique strategic sales methodology, RSVPselling™, has delivered hundreds of 

millions in sales and his framework for modernizing the way people sell with social 

media provides a way for sales people to personally create sales pipeline. Tony teaches 

'modernized selling' within the MBA program at the University of Technology, Sydney 

and sits on a number of boards. He speaks at conferences internationally and his 

consulting clients include globally known brands such as Salesforce, Flight Centre 

Travel Group, Red Hat, and many others. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For additional information: 

• LinkedIn profile: https://www.linkedin.com/in/hughestony/ 

• Speaker website: https://www.tonyhughes.com.au/ 

• Sales methodology website: https://www.rsvpselling.com/ 


